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Section 1: Introduction 

 

As the Director of Communications for the American Traffic Safety Services Association 

(ATSSA), one of my primary responsibilities is to manage, promote and execute on an annual 

basis the National Work Zone Awareness Week (NWZAW) activities in the Washington, D.C. 

metropolitan area, as well as other events (mostly related to media relations) that occur within 

communities nationwide. 

 

My goal in each of these activities is to aggressively draw as much public and media attention to 

the event as possible. I was fortunate in my previous career (23 years in U.S. Navy public 

relations) to manage countless events similar in scale – from basic tours of a Naval Base to 

Presidential visits. Any event conducted within the community, regardless of scope, is important, 

and all have similarities in planning, management and execution. 

 

Since its inception in December 1999, NWZAW continues to grow in popularity, enabling 

ATSSA chapters across the country to conduct their own unique events within their own 

communities. The results have been incredible, have been well documented, and have made 

significant impact on educating the motoring public regarding the work zone safety issue. Many 

ATSSA members are aggressively showing the motoring public how making roads safer does 

save lives. 

 

The “Slow For the Cone Zone” work zone safety campaign in California, or Virginia’s “Give 

‘Em A Brake” campaigns are two examples of innovative approaches that serve as outstanding 

community awareness campaigns.   

 

The primary purpose of this Event Planner, or EP-101, is to assist ATSSA chapter members as 

they prepare or plan for special events in their local communities. Special events conducted in 

the community are not limited to NWZAW and that point must be emphasized. As previously 

mentioned, any event conducted within the community, regardless of scope, is important, and all 

have similarities in planning, management and execution. Therefore, the policies and procedures 

outlined within this planner apply to any event conducted within the community. 

 

NWZAW is, however, one significant event that occurs in April each year in most locations. All 

ATSSA members can relate to professionally and attach themselves to this campaign as strong 

supporters. This planner will also be of significant use to ATSSA members who are not members 

of a particular chapter, but who have a desire to reach out to the media, schools, law enforcement 

agencies and elected officials in their communities. 
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An alphabetized index is included with this planner to direct readers to the appropriate sections 

that apply to various issues.   
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Section 2: Background of National Work Zone Awareness Week (NWZAW) 

 

In December 1999, representatives from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), the 

American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO), and ATSSA 

each signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) that in essence, created a partnership to 

host a NWZAW event each year. 

 

The first of these events was conducted in the “Springfield (Virginia) Mixing Bowl,” one of the 

largest and, in terms of budget, most costly roadway construction projects in the metropolitan 

Washington, D.C. area. NWZAW I (April 2000) drew members of the media, law enforcement 

officers, families of those killed and injured in work zones and countless workers and guests. 

Following a series of short speeches from the podium, many in attendance moved to a large 

parking lot area to affix orange ribbons to the antennas of DOT and police vehicles to symbolize 

work zone fatalities. Media coverage of the event was moderate, as two breaking national news 

stories that day drew many of the media in attendance away from NWZAW I events. The event 

did, however, make a statement that work zone safety was an issue that had gone for many years 

unnoticed and unreported by any news organization. 

 

NWZAW II was conducted in Washington, D.C. near the Washington Monument in April 2001. 

Eight-hundred-sixty-eight orange cones were placed in a diamond shape on a crest near the 

Washington Monument, each representing a work zone fatality for calendar year 1999. NWZAW 

II drew local and national media attention as well as a significant number of additional partners 

to the event, all of whom provided information on their lifesaving efforts in work zones in a 

series of booths and displays in a large tent nearby. 

 

NWZAW III was conducted in Maryland and the event rotated annually between Washington, 

D.C., Virginia and Maryland until 2007, when the Federal Highway Administration determined 

the National Kick-Off Event should be held outside the D.C.-metro area in a state that has 

demonstrated an effective work zone awareness program. The 2008 event was held in California, 

2009 in Washington, D.C., 2010 in New York City, 2011 in Maryland and 2012 in Missouri.  

The 2013 event will be held in Washington, D.C. and during that event, the host state for 2014 

will be announced. A selection team made up of members of the FHWA, AASHTO, ATSSA, the 

American Road and Transportation Builders Association, the Associated General Contractors of 

America, VDOT, DDOT and MDOT will determine the next host state.  
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Section 3: Advanced Planning & Effective Partnerships 

Planning any event of any scope involving the public, the media, or elected officials requires 

many different levels of coordination and communication.  Partnerships with other organizations 

are essential in order to achieve success. Timing is also a major consideration. 

 

The time to begin planning for an event in April is the previous October or earlier, enabling the 

host of the event adequate time to invite guests, reserve a location, arrange for needs at the site, 

and advertise and promote the event. 

 

It will be of great benefit to form partnerships with transportation officials (including their public 

affairs staff) and others in your local community. Responsibilities should be divided among 

interested partners at the various planning meetings you will conduct prior to your event. It is 

impossible to devise and execute a NWZAW program in your community by yourself; therefore, 

you must seek and welcome additional partners to assist with your efforts. 

 

For example, one group can be tasked to bring chairs to the event, another to supply 

refreshments, and another to supply a sound system, etc. One group cannot accomplish all of 

these tasks alone. 

 

Possible partners include your local law enforcement officers, public safety officials (EMT and 

fire departments), school principals (who in turn educate their students on this issue), the 

Mayor’s office, the local Chamber of Commerce and, of course, other ATSSA members in your 

area. 

 

Partnerships also spread good will and encourage others to become involved in your cause. It is 

important to note that local families of those killed or injured in work zones are your best source 

to help tell your story from a human perspective. In each of the national events, families who 

experienced the loss of a loved one were featured on the podium as guests of honor who spoke to 

the audiences in attendance. Families should not, however, attend your monthly planning 

meetings for emotional reasons. They should be invited to speak at the event and should be 

seated and treated as VIPs. 

 

Once partnerships are established for your event, schedule an initial meeting to take place in 

October. The initial meeting should be casual, relaxed and agenda-free.  This meeting should 

serve as an introduction of partners and be used primarily to bring a planning team together for 

contact information (e-mail addresses, phone numbers, organizational information, etc.) and to 

sense how each is interested in participating. 

 

To encourage maximum participation in this initial meeting, tell potential attendees that the 

meeting will last no more than one hour and keep your promise. It is also recommended that all 

future meetings be kept to a maximum of 60 minutes (more on this issue is discussed in the 

“Shortening the Length of Meetings” section of this planner). 
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For future meetings, send out (by e-mail) a call for agenda items to all that will be attending the 

meeting. Meetings should be held monthly; therefore, if you begin in October, only six meetings 

will be held before an event in April. It is important to note, you will discover that much ground 

must be covered and much preparation must be made within the six short months prior to the 

event. 

 

It is also important to identify key sponsors of the event (as is the case with NWZAW in which 

ATSSA, FHWA and AASHTO are the principle partners). The key sponsors might consider 

entering into a MOU with each other and subsequently form an “Executive Committee.” An 

example of the FHWA/AASHTO/ATSSA MOU is located at the “Public Information” link of 

ATSSA.com. Download this example and simply adjust the document to fulfill your needs 

locally. A possible ceremony marking the signing of this agreement would also make an 

excellent local media event that involves many community leaders. The Executive Committee 

concept is explained in greater depth later in this section. 

 

Specific goals and the mission of the activity should be clearly spelled out in the MOU with each 

party agreeing to work together in harmony during the planning phases and beyond to 

accomplish a unanimous goal and achieve a successful event. 

 

One issue that should not be overlooked is the management of additional interested parties. Key 

sponsors should solicit others to join the planning effort; however, key sponsors should serve as 

an “Executive Committee” for all interested parties. 

 

To clarify this point further, as your event begins to grow in popularity, you may have other 

individuals or groups who want to join the effort. They should be welcomed and their ideas 

should be considered by all in attendance, but the final decision for inclusion of their ideas – as 

to how the event will “flow” – rests solely with the Executive Committee. This committee has 

“approving authority.” This is important so that ideas and suggestions do not become out of 

hand. Furthermore, ideas can be investigated by the Executive Committee to see if the idea is 

feasible, either physically or financially.  

 

One such idea that would be “cut” by the Executive Committee is using the event to promote a 

particular product or service. No company should be permitted to use a NWZAW community 

event as a means to promote their products by brand name. In doing so, the spirit of the event is 

lost. If this occurs, future participation or acceptance of the program will be diminished or 

completely lost. 
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Section 4: Shortening the Length of Meetings & E-Mail “Groups” 

 

Let’s face it, no one likes to attend meetings. Numerous meetings occupy much of our day, but 

they are essential to have exchange of information and discuss new ideas. I have found “consent 

agendas” to be a very effective tool in keeping meetings on track, thereby shortening the length 

of meetings overall. Consent agendas include those items considered to be routine in nature, as in 

the minutes of a previous meeting. 

 

Consent agendas are sent to meeting attendees in advance to allow adequate time to read and 

review the information. A member of the Executive Committee may remove, for discussion 

purposes, any item which appears on a consent agenda. A single motion will vote on the 

remaining items. The approved motion will be recorded in the minutes and the meeting will 

move on without the need to go over old business or minutes from a previous meeting. 

 

By using a consent agenda, there is no need to discuss old business if no action is required; 

therefore, this method shaves minutes – sometimes hours – off of the total meeting time. 

 

As previously mentioned, you should keep NWZAW meetings to no-more-than 60 minutes. This 

ensures everyone remains focused and it also helps attendees plan their daily schedules. 

 

I usually send out an e-mail seeking agenda items to meeting attendees about two weeks prior to 

a meeting. Attach the previous meeting’s minutes for their review. Create a sign-in sheet for each 

member to leave his or her name, company, phone and fax numbers and e-mail address when 

they arrive for the meeting. The e-mail address is important as information can be 

simultaneously sent to meeting attendees as an e-mail “group.” 

 

The most successful e-mail groups are those that provide, on a regular basis, accurate, important 

information that benefits all participants. 

 

An e-mail group is a way for a “team leader” to communicate a message simultaneously to a 

large number of interested parties. As an example, I have one for the NWZAW Executive 

Committee.  Each time a meeting is planned, I send a message to this group. Each time there is 

an important announcement to be made, this is the method I use. 

 

To begin gathering the names and begin your own e-mail group, create a sign-in sheet for your 

first National Work Zone Awareness Week meeting. Ensure the last column of the sign-in sheet 

has a block to record e-mail addresses. 
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Section 5: Social Media 

 

ATSSA has social media pages on both Facebook and Linkedin.  They can be found by 

searching “ATSSA” at both websites.  

 

The ATSSA Facebook page is open to anyone interested in the association. The ATSSA 

Linkedin page is restricted to ATSSA members only.  

 

To be fair to members of both of these groups, members may not promote their products or 

services with posts in both forums. The purpose of both groups is to “Advance Roadway Safety” 

through discussions and by sharing new or important information that is of interest to roadway 

safety professionals.    

 

The ATSSA Twitter “handle” is ATSSAHQ.   
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Section 6: The Need for “DOT Public Affairs” Locally  

 

Every September, since 2000, I have attended TransComm (formally NTPAW), the AASHTO-

sponsored DOT Public Affairs conference. I routinely present at this event providing an ATSSA 

update and information regarding National Work Zone Awareness Week. Each Public Affairs 

Director in attendance from state DOTs is committed to NWZAW every year in their 

communities. They welcome ATSSA members’ help and participation in their event.  

 

Throughout the year, I speak with ATSSA members and a wide variety of employees at U.S.-

DOT field offices regarding event planning. I urge ATSSA members to introduce themselves to 

their local DOT Public Affairs staff. These offices are a tremendous resource, especially in the 

area of media relations and event planning and are usually the planners of these types of events.  

 

Consider asking how you can become part of their annual state NWZAW activities and other 

transportation issues that will increase your visibility and involvement in your community. 

 

When you contact these offices, ask who coordinates their NWZAW activities. You will be 

surprised to learn that there will be one or more assigned to this activity full time. They will 

welcome an additional resource. Chances are they already have an event planned for April and 

you will be an asset to these events. Something as simple as your company providing signs, 

cones, reflective vests, or other “props” for use in their planned event will get you involved. 

Even something as simple as “surveyor’s tape” is a welcome addition to a group that has 

relatively little – if any – budget for their event. 

 

Additionally, scan virtually any DOT website for National Work Zone Safety Week related press 

releases and other resources. This information is a good way to keep you apprised of issues 

within your community and can serve as “templates” for your own event. 
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Section 7: The Importance of Introducing Yourself to Community Leaders 

 

It is recommended that you meet members of your local community who can help you make a 

positive difference with your event. You may do so by volunteering to serve on any number of 

various committees, the local school board, or by becoming an ally of elected officials or an 

acquaintance of your local law enforcement officers. 

 

When meeting for the first time with an elected official, or with other influential citizens in your 

community, it is recommended that you bring with you a small amount of materials, such as 

brochures and booklets produced by ATSSA, to help break the ice and explain what it is ATSSA 

members do. To inquire about the latest “leave behinds” available to all ATSSA members, 

contact the Membership Department.  

 

Your advance planning should also include brief meetings with local schools, community groups 

and the local Department of Transportation (DOT) Public Affairs staff. Showing these groups 

these materials along with your introduction will grab their interest and encourage a friendly 

partnership with you. 
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Section 8: The Importance of Families 

 

NWZAW activities may sometimes forget the human element of the message intended to reach 

the motoring public. Remember that a successful media event isn’t about “upper-management in 

suits” at a podium making speeches – it’s about the people that are affected by the issue. 

 

During regular NWZAW ceremonies, several brief (two minutes or less) speeches are made by 

DOT officials, but most importantly, the media focuses on the testimonials from families of 

those killed or injured in work zones. Needless to say, the media focuses their attention on those 

families – and not the speeches made by those who preceded them. The media will want to speak 

primarily with the families both before and after the ceremonies. 

 

It is important that contact be made – then maintained – with several families throughout the year 

who are willing and emotionally able to speak to the media and the public regarding their loss. 

Not all families will be able to do this for personal reasons. Include families as a large portion of 

your planned activities. Keep the number of community leaders at the podium to a minimum. 

Your total event should last no more than 20 minutes, start-to-finish. The media will not have 

time, or the interest, to sit through a 90-minute ceremony.  

 

Allow families who agree to speak five to seven minutes to deliver their message. This phase of 

your event will often times be highly emotional. Immediately following the ceremony, any 

media in attendance will ask to speak to the families. It is recommended that this be done away 

from any crowd that has gathered for the event. It is also recommended that you be present (if 

able) with the families during their media interviews. 
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Section 9: Media Relations 

 

Some degree of public affairs and media relations is critical to get a message to the public; 

however, something as simple as a press release can be a struggle to someone with no “PR” 

experience. Fear not. Numerous press releases have already been developed for NWZAW. 

Simply visit the ATSSA website and download several examples. Change dates, times, event 

locations and use locally. ATSSA also has media software to help you identify key members of 

the media in your area. Most large cities have full-time traffic reporters or those who regularly 

cover the transportation beat. 

 

Television reporters frequently receive unsolicited phone calls from complete strangers who 

request they cover their event. The truth is, television reporters have little or often no control 

over what they will cover on any given day. Usually, calls of this nature are never returned. 

 

It is important to remember that “news” is called news for a reason – it’s happening today and 

it’s very important, or has an immediate impact on a large number of people. “Advancing” press 

releases or contacting the media three months before an event usually achieves negative results. 

Reporters simply do not schedule this far in advance. 

 

It is far better to begin many months out by building a relationship and a sense of mutual trust 

with a particular reporter on a personal basis, keeping them apprised from time to time as to the 

status of your event planning. The reporter is more liable to alert the newsroom just prior to your 

releasing your press release if they know you and know of your event. 

 

For background, most television news departments have 9 a.m. meetings daily to discuss the 

evening news line-up. Assignment Editors who assign reporters to various stories around the 

community generally chair these meetings. If there is a hot transportation issue, the 

transportation reporter (if the station has one) will be assigned to cover the event, or it will be 

given to a reporter who has had some experience in transportation issues. The latter is usually the 

case and this can be used as a golden opportunity to educate the reporter on the issue and help 

them write their story when they arrive. Reporters usually do not arrive on-scene with their story 

written. They ask questions of those in attendance to obtain background information and 

interview on camera those who can best fill in the blanks for them. 

 

Once the reporter finishes interviews and has the photographer shoot associated video, they 

return to the station in the afternoon to edit their story. Before 6:00 p.m., the tape is put into the 

line-up and the piece is aired on the evening newscast. 

 

Another side note: most television stations also switch crews (reporters, producers, 

photographers, and directors) on Fridays of each week. The “weekend crew” produces the 

Friday, Saturday and Sunday newscasts. The weekend crew is usually the younger, less-

experienced reporters and staff. It is important to note if media contact is made on a Thursday, 

you may not have access to that assignment editor or reporter again until the following Monday. 

If your event is going to be held on a Saturday, it is best to call the Assignment Editor on Friday. 
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Developing a relationship with a radio or television station or a newspaper reporter is easy and 

highly recommended. For television, it would be a good idea to get to know the weekday 

assignment editor, as this person makes the decisions as to what events are covered. Taking this 

person to lunch, or to a visit and tour of your company, is a great way to break the ice and get the 

person interested in the roadway safety issue.  

 

There are a lot of great stories to be told by ATSSA members – and the media would like to 

know about them. They will never know what you have to offer unless and until you make 

yourself available. 

 

The same applies to transportation or traffic reporters. These are the reporters most likely to 

cover your event when it occurs. 

 

It is absolutely appropriate and recommended that you contact local media to arrange an 

introductory meeting with them months in advance of your event. I have had several letters to the 

editor published in the local paper in Fredericksburg, Va. on roadway safety issues. This would 

have never been possible had I not introduced myself to the editor and left him with a copy of the 

ATSSA video during a previous introductory visit I made to the newspaper. 
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Section 10: When to Send Press Releases and Media Advisories 

 

Two documents must briefly be defined before starting this section. They are press releases and 

media advisories.  

 

A press release is a “statement” you are making to the media. It usually includes a quote by the 

senior member of your company or a top-ranking official. An example of a press release would 

be “U.S.-DOT Secretary Announces Major New Highway Project.” Within this press release, 

location, cost, jobs to be created and other pertinent information is contained.  There will be a 

quote by the Secretary. If the press release affects a large number of people, it will usually 

picked-up by a national wire service (Reuters, Associated Press) and in-turn, your local 

community newspaper picks it up. A point-of contact should be identified within the press 

release in the event the media has follow-up questions. Press releases are normally sent out after 

something happens or an important announcement has been made. 

 

The second document, a media advisory, is just that – an advisory that announces something is 

about to happen. It serves to alert the media and to invite them to become part of the activity if 

they are interested.  

 

The media doesn’t plan their schedule a month, a week or in most cases, even a day in advance. 

News is called “News” for a reason. It’s fresh, new, informative information.  

 

A media advisory should be sent out the day before your event to let the media know that 

tomorrow at date, time and location, a special event will occur that should be of interest to the 

community. The media advisory should also provide a point-of-contact who the media can 

contact to learn more about the event. The advisory shall also contain the location and time the 

media can meet their escort the day of the event.   

 

You should follow-up on your media advisory by phone the next morning to ensure the media 

outlet received it and to ascertain if there is any interest. For television, ask to speak to the 

assignment editor and ask that person if they received your advisory. For radio stations -  ask for 

the newsroom. For newspapers, talk to the city/local or transportation editor. Ask them if they 

plan on covering the event. This will give you a good idea of how much media you can expect at 

your event. 

 

Frequently, the assignment editor will say, “No, I haven’t seen your fax yet, exactly what’s your 

event all about?” Be prepared to explain it in 75 words or less. Reporters move fast and if you 

want to successfully “pitch” your story to them in hopes that they will cover your event, you 

have to present information quickly and compactly. A good response to this question might be: 

 

“The Mayor, Police Chief, DOT officials and over 40 schoolchildren will visit a roadway work 

zone project today. The area, not currently not open to vehicular traffic, will allow workers to 

explain the dangers of working on roadways. Nearly 600 people are killed every year in roadway 

work zones – the majority of them are motorists. Workers will also demonstrate the equipment 

they use to stripe roads and install signs and guardrails.” 
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I believe an assignment editor would send a reporter to cover this event if it were pitched in this 

fashion. The reason is several high-level community leaders are involved and there’s an 

interesting statistic – nearly 600 people are killed in work zones every year. The assignment 

editor may also see this as an opportunity to ask the Mayor other questions (i.e. funding for the 

new project, completion dates, inconveniences to motorists, environmental and economic 

impacts, etc.). Also, only through advanced planning, are the Mayor, the Police Chief and nearly 

40 schoolchildren are locked in for the event. This is precisely why advance planning, meetings 

and getting to know important people in your community are essential to a successful event. 

 

In both press releases and the media advisories – always ensure you have included the who, 

what, when, where and why of your event.  

 

ATSSA headquarters can assist you in writing one-page press releases and media advisories. The 

Communication Department can also send the press releases to all local media in your area by 

utilizing media software designed to identify media outlets and reporters. ATSSA will not 

promote company-specific products and services, but will promote events that benefit your local 

communities, such as “How To” conferences, Safety “Stand-Downs,” training seminars, and 

local roadway safety conventions and meetings. Contact ATSSA’s Communications Department 

for more information.  
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